Winpak high-barrier sheet and preformed trays maintain freshness and extend shelf life for:

- Baking Products
- Case Ready Foods
- Condiments
- Cream Cheese
- Cheeses
- Dairy Foods
- Desserts
- Entrees
- Fruits
- Health Care Products
- Home Replacement Meals
- Jams/Jellies
- Meats
- Poultry
- Prepared Foods
- Sauces/Dips
- Seafood
- Snack Foods
- Syrups
- Vegetables

Winpak is a recognized leader in creating packaging solutions for the food, dairy, beverage, health care, and industrial markets. As a systems supplier, Winpak sets the standard for packaging materials, machinery, and technical expertise within the markets we serve.

Choose Winpak... for product protection and packaging.

Winpak Portion Packaging, Inc.
828A Newtown-Yardley Road, Suite 101
Newtown PA 18940-1785
267-685-8200  800-346-4610
www.winpak.com
info@wpp.winpak.com

Winpak manufactures and distributes high-quality packaging materials and related packaging machines. The Company’s products are used primarily for the protection of perishable foods, beverages and in health care applications.
Choose from a wide variety of high-barrier sheet or preformed trays...

For over 30 years, Winpak has been one of North America’s leading manufacturers of plastic packaging materials. During this time, Winpak has developed a sophisticated coextrusion process that bonds together layers of high performance plastic resins to create a superior, rigid high-barrier material that safeguards foods and other products from oxygen, moisture, and ultra-violet light. The end result is a package that not only extends product shelf life by keeping the product fresher, longer, but also helps sell product through excellent consumer appeal.

Winpak’s barrier products are available in a variety of thicknesses and colors. Customers can choose from a wide range of existing coextruded sheet formulations, preformed cup and tray products, or work with Winpak’s experienced engineering and technical staff to develop the material/package that best suits the requirements of your product. Winpak will work with customers every step of the way to guarantee a package that protects the product, works on the filling equipment, and provides an outstanding shelf appearance.

Barrier Sheet

For those processors that have their own form/fill/seal packaging equipment, Winpak offers high-barrier rigid coextruded sheet. Winpak high-barrier sheet comes in a variety of material structures, sheet formulations, and colors to meet a specific packaging application. A wide range of thicknesses and roll widths fits most form/fill/seal packaging equipment.

Preformed Barrier Trays

For those processors that utilize fill/seal packaging equipment, Winpak offers high-barrier preformed trays. Customers can choose from existing tray designs or Winpak can custom design a preformed tray to meet specific specifications. Existing preformed trays come in a variety of shapes, sizes, and colors.

Typical Barrier Applications

- Extended shelf-life applications - provide a barrier to the influence of oxygen, moisture, and/or ultra-violet light to extend the shelf life of products.
- Modified Atmosphere Packaging (MAP) applications - provide a barrier to oxygen and moisture, and ensure the retention of flush gases used in the MAP process to extend the shelf life of refrigerated products.
- Frozen food applications - provide a barrier to oxygen and moisture to ensure that the product remains sterile without refrigeration throughout the shelf life of the product.
- Aseptic applications - provide a barrier to oxygen, moisture, and/or ultra-violet light for various food, dairy, industrial, and health care products packaged on form/fill/seal and fill/seal packaging machines.

MAPfresh® Packaging

Winpak offers a full line of barrier preformed trays for case ready and home meal replacement packaging applications. MAPfresh® preformed trays are durable through distribution and provide retailers with excellent merchandisability on store shelves and in the case. The full line includes a wide variety of shapes and sizes, with both barrier and non-barrier materials available.

Winpak also provides a variety of plain and printed lidding films compatible with our MAPfresh® preformed trays. Winpak anti-fog lidding films prevent water drops and fog from forming on film surfaces and have high-barrier properties for demanding shelf life applications.

MAP® Packaging

Winpak offers a full line of barrier preformed trays for case ready and home meal replacement packaging applications. MAP® preformed trays are durable through distribution and provide retailers with excellent merchandisability on store shelves and in the case. The full line includes a wide variety of shapes and sizes, with both barrier and non-barrier materials available.

Winpak also provides a variety of plain and printed lidding films compatible with our MAP® preformed trays. Winpak anti-fog lidding films prevent water drops and fog from forming on film surfaces and have high-barrier properties for demanding shelf life applications.

Preserving Product Freshness

Winpak barrier packaging gives food processors superior performance and value with a wide range of barrier packaging options. A wide offering of rollstock barrier sheet, preformed trays, and lidding films will meet the specific requirements of many food packaging applications. The result... foods that stay fresh longer and packaging with broad consumer appeal.

Choose Winpak for product protection and packaging.

to meet all your packaging needs.